From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 1:47:02 PM

Rates should not be raised more than 3% - many people get no raise at their jobs nor do those on fixed income. Not
everyone needs a raise.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 11:03:03 AM

Have a heart! Please consider people's budgets, especially retirees on fixed incomes when making your decisions.
This can be a Catch 22 situation-people will no longer go to doctors for preventive health care because even that is
expensive and only go when symptoms occur and this can be deadly and costly. Please consider the average middle
income people when making your decisions. The poor usually get a free ride and the rich can afford it. We middle
income people will be taking a hit again as usual. We are tired of funding everybody!!
Make healthcare affordable again!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:15:12 AM

Every year my aunt who is 83 insurance goes up by at least $100. At this point she does not want any insurance at
all and she has health issues. We have looked at other plans and they all suck. Do you people not understand that no
one has money to pay for your salaries and have nothing in return. There are thousands that will not get or do not
have insurance. I would rather feed my family and keep a roof over their heads than to pay for insurance. What do
we get in return. NOTHING. Higher deductibles and not being able to have tests or procedures done because it is
not on your precious list.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:11:52 AM

I vote no. I am retired and on a limited income and not on Medicare yet. An increase would not be good. Have the
health care industry stop charging such outrageous prices instead.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 8:39:17 AM

Insurance companies are organizations that have proven to be geared towards requiring more and more money to do
less and less. Over time, rather than act responsibly, these corporations' costs typically are shifted to those
consumers who can least afford the premium cost. I myself am vulnerable as my employer-based premium cost has
steadily grown over the years, shifting greater burden to my employer and myself while receiving less and less for
the money. My employer may be forced to terminate my insurance at any time, which would either force me into the
Access CT Health pool or require me to pay the fine and be uninsured. Since Access CT's inception the participating
companies have threatened to pull out if they didn't get their way. This tactic no doubt continues, and restraint is
called for at this time. Please ensure that any rate increase is absolutely justified.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 8:26:35 AM

Hi, please don’t approve these rate hikes for these insurance companies!! They are already too high and
unaffordable!! We pay very high monthly premiums and unattainable deductibles that we will never reach unless
there is a catastrophe! These plans are designed for the insurance companies to make money and pay little to nothing
for the consumer!!! My rates have continually gone up sky high each year. How could you justify allowing them to
keep increasing so much ? I thought you were supposed to be working and protecting us!!! I have several friends
and family members who work for The insurance companies and they are TOP HEAVY with upper management,
making six figure salaries and above and this is where all of the money is being spent!! Please do your job and put
us consumers first for once and deny these companies their proposed rate hikes. They can forgo their bonuses and
raises this year and keep the premiums the way they are, or LOWER!!! I pay $ 908.00. a month with a $ 6500.00
deductible for one person, who is retired. Before all of this it was only $212.00 a month with a 250.00 deductible,
and they paid for everything!!! I ask you How Is This Affordable??? Thank You, Cathy Amodio.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 6:43:24 AM

I will not be able to afford insurance, even thru Access Health, if the rates increase. PLEASE DO NOT INCREASE
THE RATES. It is a hardship for me.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 6:20:37 AM

My husband and I are retired, on a fixed income. With the medication I take for migraine headaches, I hit the “donut
hole”back in May on Medicare. Our monthly costs for prescriptions are killing us! PLEASE do not ask us to pay
more! Instead, go after the lobbyists in Washington and tell them to leave us alone! I beg you to consider the poor
people who will be affected by any kind of a rate hike.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Monday, September 3, 2018 10:29:37 AM

As both a consumer and provider I am appalled of the request for premium increases. As a provider Anthem has not
provided a pay increase for my services in 15 years, in fact have lowered it over this time while providing less and
less coverage with 5 times the premium over that period.
Dr Marc Peyser
Stamford Ct

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Friday, August 17, 2018 11:01:19 PM

In response to Anthem BlueCross BlueShield’s proposed 10% premium rate increases for small group plans, I
would like to propose a 10% decrease.
The Affordable Care Act mandates that the Department of Insurance (DOI) in each state must approve rate increases
proposed by health insurers. When the DOI is determining if rate increases are excessive, the DOI is seeing if
insurance companies are asking for rates higher than they need to cover health insurance claims and administration
of the plan.
Let’s review the profitability of Anthem BCBS:
2016 Net Income: $2,469,800,000
2017 Net Income: $3,842,800,000
Projected 2018 Net Income: $4,003,230,000
As you can see, Anthem’s profits have grown over 62% in 3 years. Anthem routinely denies patient claims. I’m
appalled that Anthem has the audacity to even request higher rates for 2019 after we see the that this company is
printing money, hand over fist, year after year.
Without a doubt, Anthem execs and shareholders are doing extraordinarily well at the expense of the citizens of CT.
A Harvard study shows that the number 1 reason people go bankrupt is Medical Expenses. Sadly, 72% of those who
filed for bankruptcy had health insurance.
This leads me to raise a few possible fixes to the rate filing process and the problem of exploding health insurance
costs in CT:
1) Rate filing proposals should show the percent of claims that are Approved and Denied by the insurer.
Policyholders have a right to know which insurers are better at covering medical and pharmacy claims submitted by
doctors. If Aetna approves claims more often than Anthem, then that would be useful information for me in
evaluating whether to switch insurers.
Anthem’s Q2 “better-than-expected profit” released just a few days ago cited “higher premiums and lower patient
medical costs even as fewer people enrolled in its insurance plans.” In plain English, this math adds up to an insurer
who is laser-focused on lining their own pockets.
Unfortunately, my family was on the receiving end of Anthem denying health insurance claims last year, even
though our premiums paid to Anthem, for a family of 4, are over $23,800 per year.
2) Sticking with the theme of transparency, the 968 page Anthem rate filing needs to be easier to read for the
consumer. For example, my current Anthem insurance plan is being shown as being “Terminated” for 2019. Why is
my current plan being terminated by Anthem? What coverage benefits will I be losing in the new Anthem
replacement plan in 2019? Is there any way for me to tell exactly how much Anthem wants to raise my premiums by
in 2019, or should I just assume the 10% ballpark average increase and hope I’m not hit at the high end of the range
of the proposed premium increase?
3) Under current CT law, health insurers are not required to provide Displacement Data to small group health
insurance plans (less than 50 employees). This oversight in CT law makes it impossible for small employers to shop
their plan with other health insurers. This serves the purpose of decreasing competition and is at the sole benefit of
the health insurers (and health insurance lobbyists) and it needs to be fixed asap.
I understand Anthem is a for-profit company and we live in a capitalistic system, but in order for capitalism to work,
we need laws which are fair to the consumers, and corporations need to play by those rules. Insurance is supposed to

act like a safety net for its customers; Instead it’s acting more like a money train for Anthem execs.
In summary, I think a 10% decrease in premiums is fair for everyone in CT, including Anthem. I sincerely hope
Anthem’s CEO is OK making slightly less than the $18 million which was hard earned last year.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Saturday, August 11, 2018 9:09:43 AM

We are life-long BC/BS customers who had to switch to the exchange when my job ended. We are shocked at the
premium costs versus coverage and the incredibly high deductibles. We are on a fixed income with no alternative
medical choices and cannot afford the rate increase. Please do not price us out of the market. There is an old adage
that if you want to sell more you lower your prices to attract more customers. So let the others increase their
premiums and more will flock to BC.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Friday, July 20, 2018 1:19:38 PM

As a self-employed Connecticut resident, any rate increase provides significant personal and regional harm. As it is,
my rates are nearly $800 a month, with an additional $4000 in copays and deductibles. Increases reduce not only my
discretionary income, but also the amount that can be directed towards growing my business. A 30% increase would
take my monthly health insurance rates to over a thousand a month. That is unsustainable to the consumer.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: Anthem Health Plans, Inc - File Number: 201803932
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 1:47:09 PM

Rates should not be raised more than 3% - many people get no raise at their jobs nor do those on fixed income. Not
everyone needs a raise.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:21:45 AM

Please leave the small groups and individuals alone we don’t have much choice as it is and have been paying a fair
share already and they don’t even cover everything already if your buying through the exchange. Some of us have
had cancer in the past and we get hit with him he rates that is why we go through the
Exchange.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 8:54:05 AM

So this "affordable” health care is becoming a joke… I have reduced my coverage to afford the basic bronze plan…
I’m self-employed and have no other option for health insurance. Keep raising the rates and the penalty would be
cheaper than being covered. Is this the solution…????? Why not clamp down on insurance fraud instead of making
individuals compensate for your losses. We really need a nationwide FREE health insurance to avoid doctors,
pharmaceuticals and mega companies from lining their pockets and draining ours.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 8:54:05 AM

So this "affordable” health care is becoming a joke… I have reduced my coverage to afford the basic bronze plan…
I’m self-employed and have no other option for health insurance. Keep raising the rates and the penalty would be
cheaper than being covered. Is this the solution…????? Why not clamp down on insurance fraud instead of making
individuals compensate for your losses. We really need a nationwide FREE health insurance to avoid doctors,
pharmaceuticals and mega companies from lining their pockets and draining ours.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 8:40:53 AM

Insurance companies are organizations that have proven to be geared towards requiring more and more money to do
less and less. Over time, rather than act responsibly, these corporations' costs typically are shifted to those
consumers who can least afford the premium cost. I myself am vulnerable as my employer-based premium cost has
steadily grown over the years, shifting greater burden to my employer and myself while receiving less and less for
the money. My employer may be forced to terminate my insurance at any time, which would either force me into the
Access CT Health pool or require me to pay the fine and be uninsured. Since Access CT's inception the participating
companies have threatened to pull out if they didn't get their way. This tactic no doubt continues, and restraint is
called for at this time. Please ensure that any rate increase is absolutely justified.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 7:35:19 AM

Last year, 2018, i was forced to go to the exchange, before that i've always carried private insurance but
ConnectiCare wanted to go up over $400/mo on premiums that i was already paying over $1,000 for along with
going down on what they covered and going up on deductibles & co-pays.
I chose the only plan we could afford, Bronze HSA (high deductible)... this plan costs $900/mo, has an $6,700/indiv
ductible $14,500 family (there is just me and my husband on the plan, ages 51 & 48). The coverage stinks, the
prescription plan stinks, neither cover anything except for the low cost drugs. I've already paid out of pocket for this
year over $4,000, spouse has paid out over $1,000. Not to mention the diabetes insulin that they "will cover" (after
deductibles are met) costs $1,500. I've gone to Walmart get a vial of insulin (over the counter so they won't cover
any of it and i can't use the HSA for it either!) that costs is $21!!! WHY would insurance NOT COVER that but
covers the outrageous pens??? Its a shame!!!
Now they want to go up another 17+% on this plan that is the lowest you can get and covers nothing. We cannot
afford the rates as they are, never mind an increase. If we don't get some kind of RELIEF on the exchanges, we will
be forced to go WITHOUT ANY insurance and take our chances. If you want to see my documentation, i'll be glad
to provide.
Dianne & Mark Szetela
Wallingford, CT
(203) 626-5043

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Monday, August 27, 2018 8:14:48 PM

We are writing to express our sincere hope that the insurance we purchase through Access Health will remain
affordable
and that there would not be any rate increase. We are self-employed and do not have the benefit of healthcare
coverage
through an employer.
Again, we would hope that our insurance would continue to remain affordable and that the uncertainty in
Washington and
the industry would not be borne on the backs of struggling policy holders.
Thank you.
Mark and Deborah Cisto
Northford, CT

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Saturday, August 11, 2018 5:02:12 PM

Medical insurance cost versus benefits for my husband and I is very expensive. Year after year our claims
experience is below our deductible. We have health insurance to cover a possible catastrophic event. The premium
alone is almost $20K per year.
The preventive portion of the plan partially covers our annual physical and associated lab work. Year after year I
also have to subsidize part of my annual mammogram's cost.
At this time I am not certain about the number of lives, nor their claim experience.
Based on the increase requested the risk pool should be justified to the Department of Insurance.
I would very much like to see Connecticut allowing individuals to join the state employees group to arrive to
affordable insurance premium and coverage. Paying 20% of my income to health insurance is a high price to pay for
a possibly catastrophic medical event.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Friday, August 3, 2018 10:16:01 AM

I am 57 years old. I have the Silver Choice Plan. I am paying $1132.00 per month for this insurance. This is my
2nd largest expense after housing. They changed the plan from 2017 to now also include a $3200 deductible for
MRI, Bone Density testing, FOLLOW UP MAMMOGRAM TESTING, etc. PLUS THEY UPPED THE LAB
FEES. So, if I use all of these services this year, my BASE total output will be @ $16,700 PLUS DOCTOR COPAYS FOR EACH VISIT. THIS IS INSANE. I am fairly healthy person, thankfully. We are just now recovering
from the 'great recession financially so thinking that older people are making more money is a myth. As a one
person business, I am truly grateful for the exchange and the ACA but just because I live in Fairfield County, I'm
paying tons more than others in the state and around the country. There has to be a better way. One can only be
pushed so far...
Oh, and when I try to get answers for things like, is a lung scan covered, I get the run around by CTCare = they are
making ME find out what the code is and report back to them. Or when I try to get them to fix a problem with
ordering a compounded RX, they tell me one thing (covered), then deny the pharmacy. What a waste of our time.
For $1132 per month, they better get their act together!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Monday, July 23, 2018 12:17:52 AM

I have been purchasing for our family of 3 since 2015. For a deductible of 12,000 rates have gone from $440 per
month to over $1000 per month. Health insurance costs as much as rent, and even then I have to pay out of pocket
for any care we receive. Why does it cost so much less in Massachusetts or Rhode Island? Will the commissioner
keep consumer interests in mind this year, please?
Regards,
Nicholas Brown
Hampton CT

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Friday, July 20, 2018 11:34:25 AM

What a joke this is! Every year the Connecticut Insurance Department has public comment; and overwhelmingly
every year the consumers voice their outrage over the excessive increases and nothing is done to lower premiums!
Does the insurance commissioner even look at the reasons the insurance companies state for the increases?? They
site the "Trend". Every year it's the trend of more people using health services. FACT: The vast majority of people
are healthy (roughly 20-24 percent of the population are chronically ill). FACT: The insurance companies are
making big profits!!FACT: Members are paying high premiums, increased deductibles, co-pays and co-insurance
and companies continue to cry the same song on why they need big increases; and the insurance commission
continues to listen to it, granting the companies their excessive increases! Does anyone in the insurance department
care about the people that are being economically raped?? There is NO END IN SIGHT of these soaring costs.
Maybe, just maybe this screwed up state should take a lesson from Massachusetts and pass universal healthcare.
Their economy is preforming much better than our economy, our medical care is no better than their care, oh wait,
maybe I should just move out of the crappy state and move to MA!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cid.webmaster@ct.gov
Ratefilings, cid
Health: ConnectiCare Benefits, Inc. - File Number: 201803925
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 1:49:29 PM

Rates should not be raised more than 3% - many people get no raise at their jobs nor do those on fixed income. Not
everyone needs a raise. 13% is way too much!!!
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August 16, 2018
C9mmissioner Katharine L. Wade
Connecticut Department of Insurance
P.O. Box 816
Hartford, CT 06142-0816
Dear Commissioner Wade,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed health insurance premium
rate changes for the 2019 calendar year. Though the proposed average rate increase is less than
last year, such a significant increase following last year' s double digit rate hikes will be
unaffordable for many consumers. I urge you to reduce the proposed increases and hold the
insurers accountable for justifying any rise in rates.
In the individual market, the requested average increase is 12.3 percent, and in the small
group market, the requested average increase is 10.22 percent. These rate increases must be
strictly scrutinized to ensure that consumers are protected from unnecessary increases as we look
for ways to lower costs and repair the health insurance market destabilized by damaging policies
of the Trump Administration.
Health insurance must be both affordable and accessible. The Affordable Care Act
(ACA) has provided consumers with greater access to insurance coverage, preventative care, and
critical treatment. However, coverage is inaccessible if it is not affordable. I urge the
Connecticut Insurance Department (CID) to find ways to lower financial barriers to purchasing
insurance. Any rate increase-no matter how small-can and will impact Connecticut families '
bottom line.
Insurers cited the o ;erall market trend in medical expens ,s as justification for a
significant portion of their requested rate hike. Such trends and projections must be thoroughly
reviewed and justified. A crucial factor in medical expense increases is the ever-rising cost of
prescription drugs which have increased 13 to 18 percent. Specialty drugs account for 50 percent
of insurers' pharmaceuticals costs. It's as apparent as ever that action is needed to reduce
medical costs, particularly prescription drug costs, if we are to protect consumers from further
increases in premium rates. The Insurance Department should set rates with an anticipation and to encourage -- that the insurers will make every effort to reduce skyrocketing prescription
drug prices.
In addition, recent attempts made by Republicans in Congress and the Trump
Administration to dismantle the ACA including the elimination of the individual mandate

'

,

penalty has resulted in a 17% reduction in the individual market' s risk pool, with most of the
individuals leaving being relatively healthier than those that remain. In fact, insurers have cited
"uncertainty in Washington" as a justification for their proposals. However, insurers must be
held accountable for justifying the actual impact of these destabilization efforts on rates. There
should not be a reliance on speculative impacts.
Despite the advances originally made by the ACA' s implementation, health insurance
costs continue to place a burden on Connecticut families . As such, I urge the CID to aggressively
review each rate filing, closely analyze the assumptions and trends behind the proposals and look
for every opportunity to reduce these rate increases to keep health insurance both affordable and
accessible.
Sincerely,

foL../#~
Richard Blumenthal
United States Senate

Questions for Carriers
before the

Connecticut Department of Insurance
Informational Hearing re Health Insurance Premium Rate Requests
for 2019
September 5, 2018

Projected Claims Payments From All Sources
1. Premiums are only part of the costs that Connecticut consumers pay for health insurance on the
Marketplace. Insurance carriers also rely on their customers to pay increasing deductibles, copays, co-insurance and other patient responsibility whenever consumers seek to use their health
insurance. For 2019 for each proposed plan, what is your projection of the total amount of claims
that will be paid from all sources to providers for your members’ healthcare? Also, for each plan
for 2019, what is the proportion of healthcare costs to be paid by your company vs. the amount
you project will be owed directly by consumers?
2. For the most recently available past five years, what was your projected mix of costs to be paid
by your company vs. the amount you projected would be owed directly by consumers – all-in
consumer costs? (For this and subsequent questions, by “all-in consumer costs” or similar
phrasing, we mean premiums paid by the consumer plus all forms of patient responsibility –
including deductibles, co-pays, and co-insurance, and uncovered out-of-network charges – minus
subsidies, if any.) How did the actual experience vary from your projections, and if you
experienced significant variation from your projections, what if anything has been done to
improve the accuracy of the predictions for subsequent and future years, including 2019?

Office of the Healthcare Advocate
State of Connecticut
Rate Hearing Questions
September 5, 2018
Page |2

3. For 2019, what is your predicted all-in consumer cost for each of your exchange plans? For this
and subsequent questions regarding predicted or actual all-in consumer costs, please give total
plan-wide costs for each on-exchange plan, as well as per member all-in costs at the 25th, 50th,
75th and 90th percentile for each on-exchange plan. (Some of this information, as well as
information requested in some of our other questions, may be embedded in Section IV and
associated spreadsheets of the filings, and so may be easy to calculate and organize into a useful,
consumer-friendly format such as suggested here.)
4. For the most recently available past five years, what amounts did your actuarial models project
consumers would pay for their care on an all-in basis? If possible, please provide a breakdown of
the amounts consumers were projected to pay in premiums vs. the amounts consumers were
expected to pay directly. How did the actual experience on all-in consumer costs vary from your
projections, and if you experienced significant variation from your projections, what if anything
has been done to improve the accuracy of the predictions for subsequent and future years,
including 2019?
5. Insurance carriers project the impact of premium cost increases or decreases on enrollment. Does
the company also project the impact of non-premium consumer cost increases or decreases on
enrollment? If so, please explain the process for developing these projections, and any interplay
with projected premium increases or decreases. For the most recently available past five years,
how did your modelling compare with your actual experience, and what is the company’s level of
confidence in its projections for 2019?

Cost containment
Medical Trend (i.e., the predicted increase in the cost of medical care)
6. For the most recently available past five years, how close was your predicted medical trend to
your actual experience the next year? If one or more projections varied significantly from the
actual experience, what was the reason(s) and what if anything was done to improve the accuracy
of the predictions for subsequent and future years? And, what is your company’s level of
confidence in your medical trend projections for 2019?

7. What specific techniques do you use to control your medical trend, both overall and with
your largest three providers by dollar volume? How do you measure the success or failure of
these techniques, and can you quantify your enterprise’s successes or failures in medical cost
control over the past five years with these providers?
8. Does your enterprise track and reward success by identifiable teams or groups, and/or
individuals within the enterprise, in cutting medical losses or moderating the rate of increase
of medical losses? If so, how, and what financial results are you projecting for these efforts in
2019?

Office of the Healthcare Advocate
State of Connecticut
Rate Hearing Questions
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Program Integrity/Anti-Fraud
9. What percentage of your total fully-insured revenue will be invested in program
integrity/anti-fraud for 2019, and how has this amount changed over the past five years?
How do you track the financial results of your program integrity efforts, and on an
aggregated basis, how much do you project these efforts will contribute to keeping premium
and all-in costs down for 2019, either in terms of actual recoveries, cost avoided, or both?
10. Regarding claims submitted to your plans, do you participate in the federal government’s
Healthcare Fraud Prevention Partnership administered by CMS’s Center for Program Integrity?
If so, please provide aggregated data on estimated amounts recovered or costs avoided for the
past three most recently available years for your on-exchange plans. How about any other
collaborative anti-fraud data sharing programs?

Administrative Expenses
11. What steps are you taking to lower administrative expenses?

Cost Variation
12. Does your enterprise track cost outliers among your in-network providers? If so, please
describe the techniques you use to identify cost outliers, what steps are taken when an outlier
is identified, and any efforts to correlate cost outliers with quality or consumer outcomes and
downstream/long-term cost avoidance (e.g., provider with higher utilization of high cost
procedures yields shorter recoveries, fewer follow ups and less need for medications).
13. Have you removed any provider from any of your networks primarily for reasons of cost over
the past five years? If so, with reference to up to the five largest terminated providers
(measured by the total cost of care paid by you and/or your members), please provide the
total cost of care paid by you and/or your members to each such discontinued provider during
each provider’s last twelve months as an in-network provider.
14. What portion of your proposed medical trends are due to price increases for 2019 at the five
largest (by claims amount allowed) in-network providers?

Anthem Only

Office of the Healthcare Advocate
State of Connecticut
Rate Hearing Questions
September 5, 2018
Page |4

15. On an all-in basis (premium increase plus patient responsibility), both at the plan level and the
per member level, how much more are you projecting that Connecticut consumers will pay for
care from Hartford Healthcare providers in 2019 compared to if the previously existing contract
had simply been extended through the 2019 plan year?

ConnectiCare Only
16. CT Care makes an assumption that the lack of enforcement of the individual mandate and
availability of non-ACA plans (Association Health Plans, etc.) will increase morbidity, utilization
and overall deterioration of the risk pool. However, parts of the filing seem to conflict with the
underlying assumption. Specifically, if this Office is reading the filing correctly, the company
anticipates an overall increase in member months (764K in the 2017 experience period vs. 898K
in the 2019 projection period). Is such an increase consistent with the projection that healthy
individuals will be dropping marketplace coverage? CT Care's anticipation of a significant risk
adjustment payment ($19.73 pmpm) also seems inconsistent with a market exodus of healthier
persons.

UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE
FO UNDATION OF CONNECTICUT

Connecticut Health Insurance Department
Informational Hearing on Proposed Rate Increases for On-Exchange Individual Plans
September 5, 2018
Testimony Submitted For The Record

Thank you for the opportunity for the Universal Health Care Foundation of
Connecticut to submit comment to the Connecticut Insurance Department on individual
plans sold on Access Health CT. Please note that our comments apply to the entire
individual market - both on and off-exchange - as everyone has similar challenges .
We've heard the same stories you have - people are having a really hard time
affording their health insurance. And they feel like their concerns are fall ing on deaf
ears . One woman let us know that she submitted comment for this process. She told
us that health insurance premiums for her and her husband are 20% of their income roughly $20 ,000 a year in premiums alone, which doesn't include out-of-pocket costs.
This is not unlike many stories we have heard - and our concern grows each year.
At the Foundation , we envision a health system that is accountable and
responsive to the people it serves , and that supports our health , takes excellent care of
all of us when we are sick, at a cost that doesn't threaten our financial security and
continues to be an important source of quality employment and vitality in our
communities. We're here today because we continue to believe in that vision , and in
the need for leadership to address our health care challenges as a state .
We continue to be frustrated - as do consumers - that our testimony here today
does not impact the outcome of this process. But to us it's important to continue to
elevate the concerns of real people - and ask for real solutions to the challenge of rising
health care costs.
We recognize that the Connecticut Insurance Department conducts due diligence
during the rate review process , and has approved rates lower and higher than
requested in the past. The publicly available website on rate filings and rate review is a
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big step towards including people in the process . We believe that the Insurance
Department could go even further to engage consumers - and find solutions for rising
health insurance costs.
Rate increase requests are not as dramatic as last year, but the net effect, year
over year, is that health insurance on the individual market unaffordable. While those
under 400% FPL in the state exchange are mostly insulated from premium increases ,
they continue to struggle with out-of-pocket costs , with or without cost sharing
reductions . Those above 400% FPL also struggle with these out-of-pocket costs , plus
monthly premiums .
We understand that the cost of health care - hospital care, doctors' visits ,
outpatient procedures, lab tests , medications - continues to rise. We know that this
impacts requests for rate increases. But we can 't continue to put our heads in the sand
about health care costs . If we keep ignoring the enormous eleph ant in the room , we will
continue to see costs rise - and people will continue to suffer with poorer health and
financial hardship.
We understand that rate review is an actuarial exercise for the regulators, but
rising premiums are not an abstract math problem for families . Higher health care costs
make for hard choices between getting care and other basic household needs. For
those who aren't as close to the edge , health care costs are still eating into their
income, pushing aside other expenses.
While health insurance rates increase , wages can 't keep up. Rates could go up,
on average, anywhere from 9 to13% - but people are not getting a 9-13% raise in their
paycheck. We think consumer affordability must be addressed . What good is health
coverage if people are paying more and more to be under-insured?
We are concerned that those who can 't afford insurance will simply go without either by not using their insurance because their share is too expensive , or by going
uninsured. This not only threatens their own health, but the stability of the individual
market. This process makes sure insurance companies are solvent - but what about
consumer solvency? What about a consumer's ability to pay these rising costs - and
what that does to their bottom line?

We need solutions that continues to offer quality coverage at a price everyone
can afford . We implore the Connecticut Insurance Department to use all its authority to
be part of a public, inclusive process to find solutions that don't restrict access to critical
medical care or compromise quality- and that leaves no one behind . We believe the
Insurance Department has the resources , tools and knowledge to help our state
address health insurance affordability challenges.
Other states are tackling health care affordability during the rate review process.
For example, Rhode Island has a stand alone Department of Health Insurance that
considers rate requests within the broader context of the performance of the health
insurer. Vermont uses affordability as a metric when reviewing rates. This is not to say
that Connecticut should adopt one way or the other - but Connecticut should consider
creative solutions , like other New England states .
It is the responsibility of state regulators to exercise their authority and power, be
active in addressing challenges , and to engage with state leaders and real people for
better solutions. The Insurance Department should serve as a push back, not just pass
through, for insurance companies. We know we cannot achieve our vision alone , and
ask everyone to work together to give the residents of Connecticut relief.

We offer resources we think are important to the issue of affordability in health
insurance rate review, and health care affordability overall (links & attached):
•

Making Healthcare Affordable: Finding a Common Approach to Measure
Progress (Altarum Healthcare Value Hub, Research Brief #16 , January 2017)

•

Analytical Framework for State Cost Containment Models: Rhode Island (CT
Healthcare Cabinet, December 2016 , Part of the Cost Containment Study
undertaken by the CT Healthcare Cabinet)

•

Health Insurance Rate Review Standards in Vermont (CT Office of Legislative
Research , October 2, 2017)
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Making Healthcare Affordable:
Finding a Common Approach to Measure Progress
Healthcare affordability is a long-standing, top-of-mind
worry for consumers. 1 Surveys show that up to one
third of Americans report postponing needed care due
to cost, two-thirds of insured Americans report difficult
affording deductibles and one-quarter report difficultly
affording out-of-pocket copayment or coinsurance
obligations.2 The incoming administration has promised
to broaden healthcare access, make healthcare more
affordable and improve the quality of the care available to
all Americans. 3

SUMMARY
Healthcare affordability is a long-standing,
top-of-mind worry for consumers and
as many as one-third report affordability
problems. For decades, state and
federal policymakers have promised to
make healthcare affordable-with some
successes-but we know surprisingly little
about the affordability thresholds that would
provide widespread access to both coverage
and healthcare seNices.
Going forward, we need to agree on the
most important aspects of evidence-based,
consumer-friendly affordability standards.
Important criteria include: the standard
should include all healthcare-related
expenses (premiums and cost-sharing),
thresholds must slide with income and family
size, must reflect an accurate assessment
of families ' financial liquidity and different
incomes, and be harmonized across
coverage programs (employer, Medicaid,
CHIP, Medicare) .

But what does it mean to make healthcare affordable
or even more affordable? These considerations are
particularly urgent as "consumerism" is increasingly
embraced-promoting high deductibles and increased
consumer cost sharing.
Surprisingly, there is no standard definition of
affordability in healthcare that can be readily used
for policy purposes. 4 Instead, there is a patchwork of
inconsistent program standards and a diversity of opinions
on what constitutes affordability. Yet clear standards are
important to realizing policy goals. For example, in 1965,
the Office of Economic Opportunity adopted poverty
thresholds as a working definition of poverty in order to
operationalize President Johnson's War on Poverty. 5 While
there are valid criticisms of federal poverty levels (FPL),
this measure lended clarity to the policymaking process
and evaluation of outcomes.
Creating healthcare affordability standards may
seem like an inherently subjective exercise-what seems
affordable to some may not seem affordable to others of
similar means-but evidence and experts suggest that
it is both possible and useful to explore this question.
This Research Brief explores the background on health
affordability and suggests evidence-based criteria for
defining an affordability standard in healthcare.

Components of an Affordability
Standard
There are some basic, common-sense criteria that give
direction to an affordability standard but stop short of
being definitive.
Goal: Remove financial barriers to care

The first step to establishing an affordability standard is
to determine the goal towards which we strive. In the
past, policymakers have often prioritized increasing
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enrollment. 6 But standards limited to premium costs may
successfully increase the rate of insured consumers without
actually providing better access to affordable care. Some
consumers are finding that affording insurance is just the
first hurdle in affording care. Both uninsured and insured
adults report struggling to pay medical bills (53% and 20%,
respectively).7 For these reasons, healthcare affordability
standards must include out-of-pocket costs in addition to
premiums.
Specifically, to meet the goal of increasing access
to affordable care, policymakers should establish an
affordability standard that determines the percentage of
income a household can devote to healthcare (in total, and
separately for): 8
•

Cost for coverage (premiums)

• Cost-sharing for covered services
• Cost of needed services not included in the benefit
package
Adjust for Income and Family Size
Affordability standards must be grounded in real world data
showing that the ability to afford coverage and healthcare
varies with income and family size. For example:
• Lower-income families must devote a larger share of
their income to meeting basic needs, compared to
higher-income families. Put another way, low-income
families have very limited discretionary income after
covering basic needs. 9
• Lower-income families have fewer liquid assets to meet
a large medical expense. One recent study found that the
nonelderly Americans with incomes between 100 and
250 percent of FPL had net financial assets of $326, while
those with incomes between 250 and 400 percent of FPL
had net assets of $2,089. 10 Similarly, a Pew survey found
that one in three American families reported having no
savings at all, and 41 percent did not have enough liquid
savings to cover a $2,000 financial shock. 11 Further,
public policy should not punish lower-income people
for savings they have managed to accumulate for other
necessities, such as education, housing and retirement.
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• As the EPI budget calculator shows, budgets rise
significantly with family size, since more children
require more housing, health care, and child care.12
Use Program Data/Natural Experiments
to Establish Thresholds
The common sense criteria above stop short of telling us
where to set affordability thresholds. Robust experiments
to establish price sensitivity for various types of families
have not been conducted since the 1970s. 13
Yet we have a wealth of program data and natural
experiments that can begin to inform these thresholds.
Below we examine how existing programs incorporate
affordability thresholds. This review shows that our
country uses a diversity of affordability standards
suggesting that not all are targeted appropriately.

The Federal Income Tax Code
One of the oldest healthcare affordability considerations
is in our tax code. A deduction for medical expenses was
first enacted as part of the United States Revenue Act of
1942, limited to those expenses which exceeded 5 percent
of adjusted gross income (AGI) and subject to a cap. 14
Today, for a filer who itemizes tax deductions,
unreimbursed medical expenses are deductible to the
extent that they exceed 10 percent of the filer's AGI (up
from 7.5% prior to 2013). 15 Deductible expenses include
insurance premiums and out-of-pocket payments to
providers (e.g., doctors and hospitals). Note that because
it is a deductible rather than a tax credit, eligible expenses
are not fully subsidized when they exceed the 10 percent
threshold; they merely serve to reduce taxable income.

Medicaid
Medicaid, enacted in 1965, was originally linked to the
receipt of cash assistance and not to an independent
income standard. Since the 1980s, financial eligibility
has been determined by income and assets-a means
tested program. 16 To comply with basic requirements for
receiving federal Medicaid funds, states must provide free
or very low-cost Medicaid the to following populations:
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• pregnant women and children below age six with
incomes below 133 percent of the federal poverty level
(FPL);
• school-aged children with incomes below 100 percent
of FPL;
• working parents with incomes below 28 percent of
FPL;
• Medicare beneficiaries with incomes below the poverty
level, or in some cases slightly above (known as "dual
eligibles");
• seniors and individuals with disabilities receiving
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) up to 75 percent
of FPL (generally); and
• certain other groups (like foster children) regardless of
income.

Children's Health Insurance Program
The Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), enacted
in 1997, is designed to provide coverage for uninsured
children in families with incomes that are modest, but
too high to qualify for Medicaid-generally those below
200 percent of FPL. States may cover families at higher
income levels using income "disregards:' 17 Federal CHIP
guidelines limit a family's total healthcare costs (premium,
deductibles, copayments) to 5 percent of family income.18

Massachusetts Health Insurance Connector Authority
In 2006, Massachusetts became the first state to enact
near-universal health coverage. In crafting the program,
the state's exploration of affordability standards focused on
premium costs, not only as a means of assisting lower
income families with health coverage costs but also to
establish parameters for relief from the adult coverage
mandate. Premium subsidies were originally offered to
families up to 300 percent of FPL, later extended to 400
percent of FPL.
The Commonwealth Health Insurance Connector
Authority is responsible for evaluating and updating a
premium affordability schedule every year, and these
standards have evolved over time. 19 For example, the 2007
affordability standard was based on a dollar threshold for
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each income bracket and later replaced with a percent-of
income threshold (see Table 1).
The standards employed by the program succeeded in
bringing the uninsured rate down to the lowest levels in
the country. For 2017, the Health Connector considered
including cost sharing into the affordability determination
and automatic indexing of affordability standards into the
most recent affordability schedule, but ultimately decided
against implementing these options for the time being. 20 •21

Healthy San Francisco
In 2007, San Francisco became the first city to seek
universal health access. Healthy San Francisco provides
residents access to a range of services by providers in San
Francisco. The program is available to city residents age
18 and over with incomes up to 400 percent of the federal
pover ty level th at are uninsured and not eligible for Medi 
Cal or Medicare. 22

To access health services, participants pay a quarterly
fee, in addition to a point-of-service fee for doctor visits,
prescriptions and emergency department (ED) visits. Both
the quarterly fees and the point-of-service fees vary by
family income and those with incomes below 100 percent
of FPL pay no quarterly fees (see Table 2), and extremely
limited point-of-service fees. The program does not have a
mandate to enroll in coverage.
The participant fee schedule set by the city allowed
for robust enrollment. By 2011, 70 percent of the city's
uninsured adult population was enrolled in the Healthy
San Francisco program and 76 percent of enrollees
accessed primary care. Moreover, over a two-year period,
hospital admissions decreased by 14.4 percent, acute
hospital days by 35 percent and average length of stay by
26 percent. 23

COBRA Subsidies
Temporary federal subsidies for COBRA premiums were
enacted as part of the 2009 stimulus package. The full 65
percent subsidy was only available for individuals with a
modified adjusted gross income ofless than $125,000. A
reduced subsidy is available if the individual's modified
adjusted gross income is between $125,000 and $145,000.
For joint filers, the subsidy phases out at incomes between
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Table 1

Massachusetts Premium Affordability Thresholds for Individuals, by Income, 2007
and 2017
<150%
FPL
2007 Monthly
Dollar Threshold
and Percent of
Income

Exempt

2017 Percent of
Income

Exempt

150-200% 200-250%
FPL
FPL

250-300% 300-350% 350-400% 400-450%
FPL
FPL
FPL
FPL

$35

$50

$105

$150

$200

$300

2.7-2.1%

4.1-3.3%

4.9-4.1%

5.9-5.1%

6.9-6.0%

9.0-7.2%

2.8%

4.2%

5.0%

7.4%

7.6%

8.16%

>500%
FPL
No upper
limit

8.16%

Note: If coverage costs more than these amounts, no penalty for failing to enroll in coverage.

Sources: https:llbetterhealthconnector.coml wp-contentl uploadslboard_meetings/201212012-02-09/AffordabilitySchedule.pdf; and https:llwww.mahealthconnector.org/wp-co ntentl
uploadslboard_meetings/201612016-03 -10/BoardMemo-CY20 17-Affordability-Schedule-030416.pdf

Table 2

Quarterly Fees for Healthy San Francisco
0-100% FPL

101-200% FPL

201-300% FPL

301-400% FPL

401-500% FPL

Quarterly Fee

$0

$60

$150

$300

$450

Percent oflncome 1

0%

2.0-1.0%

2.5- 1.0%

3.4-2.5%

3.8-3.0%

I Calculated by authors using the April 2016 FPL for a household of l.
Source: Healthy San Francisco. http:llhealthysanfrancisco.orglparticipantslfeesl

$250,000 and $290,000. Aside from filing status, there
was no consideration of family size and no consideration
of income gradations below the $125,000 and $250,000
thresholds.
Despite the substantial subsidy, a majority of eligible
individuals did not enroll in COBRA. 24 Researchers
found that educated, middle- to upper-income, male
workers saw the greatest uptake during this time.25

The Affordable Care Act (ACA)
The ACA, passed in 2010, used affordability thresholds
to guide supplemental federal funding for health
insurance costs, to enforce an adult coverage mandate
and to measure the affordability of employer-sponsored
insurance premiums. The law took affordability
considerations higher up the income stream than any
prior federal effort, with sliding-scale subsidies available
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for up to 400 percent of FPL for insurance coverage
purchased through the Marketplaces (Table 3). 26 The law
also provided cost-sharing subsidies to families up to 250
percent of FPL.
But the ACA is inconsistent with respect to
affordability thresholds.
• The AC/\s standard for being exempt from the
tax penalty is set at a maximum of 8.13 percent of
household income. In other words, if the lowest
priced coverage available costs more than 8.13 percent
of household income, no tax penalty is assessed if a
person does not have coverage.27
• Those with an offer of employer coverage cannot
access marketplace subsidies-no matter how low their
income-unless the individual health plan offered by
their employer has a premium that costs more than
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Table 3

ACA Maximum Premium Contibution Before Subsidy

Percent of
Income

<100% FPL

100-133%
FPL

133-150%
FPL

Premium
subsidy not
avalable 1

2.04%

3.06-4.08%

150-200% 200-250% 250-300% 300-400%
FPL
FPL
FPL
FPL
4.086.43%

6.438.21 %

8.21 9.69%

9.69%

>400% FPL
Premium
subsidy not
available

No te: Obligation to contribute is as a percent of modified adjusted gross income.
1
Lawfully p resent immigrants with household income is below 100% FPL and not otherwise eligible for Medicaid are eligible for tax subsidies through the Marketplace if they
meet all other eligibility require ments.

Source: http:ll/iff. org/health -rcform/issue-briejlexplaining-health-care-reform-questiorJS -about-health/

9.66 percent of their income. There is no separate
affordability standard for dependents with an offer of
family coverage (sometimes referred to as the family
glitch).28

Discussion
The affordability thresholds in the ACA represent our
nation's most comprehensive effort to date to provide a
level of protection from unaffordable health coverage and
healthcare costs.
Retrospective data show the Affordable Care Act
increased coverage, increased access to care and reduced
the risk of an unaffordable medical expense. For example,
the Commonwealth Fund found that fewer Americans
had skipped needed healthcare because of the cost, from
about 16 percent of working-age adults in 2013 to about
13 percent by the end of2015. 29 Moreover, these gains
were largest in states that expanded Medicaid. In contrast
to the increase in use of routine healthcare, there was little
expansion in the use of dental care among adults, which is
not a required benefit under the ACA. 30
But as many have noted, affordability problems remain.
The leading reason that people don't enroll in coverage is
"because it's too expensive:' 31 (Note: some in this group were
unaware of financial assistance; also, premium costs were
the leading reason for not enrolling in coverage prior to
implementation of the ACA.) Failure to expand Medicaid
(21 states) is a large source of remaining affordability
problems, but data from other programs suggests the
thresholds built into the ACA may merit revisiting.32
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Researchers at the Urban Institute noted that the
ACA cost less than originally projected and explored
more generous affordability thresholds (premium and
cost-sharing) that would keep program costs within the
original budget (Table 4). 33 The Urban analysis provides
some key data points that incorporate both the premium
and point-of-service costs faced by families.
The Urban Institute modeled the combined financial
burden for families, reflecting both premium costs and
expected cost sharing. The proposed changes would
reduce overall financial obligations as indicated in Table 5.
As indicated above, Massachusetts explicitly considers
healthcare affordability criteria and augments the federal
standard with state dollars to bring a more generous
threshold to its residents- achieving the highest rate
of coverage of any state. Similarly, when New York
introduced its Basic Health Plan in 2016 the state
anticipated enrolling more than 470,000 residents in the
first year by reducing mon thly premiums costs and out
of-pocket costs for residents with incomes at or below
200 percent of FPL. 34 In order to understand where to set
affordability thresholds, we need to exploit existing and
past variation in program standards to more rigorously
understand how enrollment and access responded to the
varying affordability thresholds.
Harmonize Across Programs

In the interests of basic fairness, once standards have
been established, we should harmonize our approach
to subsidizing coverage and healthcare across various
coverage programs and tax treatments. This means:
PAGE 5
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Table 4

Premium Tax Credit Caps as a Percentage of Income and Cost-Sharing Targets Under
the ACA and Urban lnstitute's Proposea Schedules
Household Premium Conhibution (percent of income)
Income Relative
to FPL

Proposed
Current
(pegged
to
Gold Level Plan)
(pegged to Silver Plan)

<100%

Premium subsidy not available t

Actuarial Value of the Subsidized Plan
Current

Proposed

94%

94%

100-138%

2.01

0-1.0

138-150%

3.02-4.02

1.0-2.0

150-200%

4.02-6.34

2.0-4.0

87%

90%

200-250%

6.34-8. 10

4.0-6.0

73%

85%

250-300%

8. 10-9.56

6.0-7.0

70%

85%

300-400%

9.56-9.56

7.0-8.5

70%

80%

No cap

8.5

70%

80%

>400%
1

Lawfully present immigrants with household income below I 00% FPL and not otherwise eligible for Medicaid are eligible for tax subsidies through the
Marketplace if they meet all other eligibility requirements. http://kff.org/ health -rcform/issue-brief/explaining-hcalth-carc-reform -questions-about-health/
Source: Blumberg, Linda, and John Holahan, After King v. Burwell: Next Steps for the Affordable Care Act, Urban Institute (August 2015).

Table 5

Percent of Income Devoted to Healthcare (Post-Subsicfy Premiums and Cost-Sharing)
Under the ACA and Urban lnstitute's Proposed Schedules
Enrollee at the 90lh Percentile for Expenses

Median Enrollee
Income Relative
to FPL

Current ACA (%)

Proposed (%)

Current ACA

Proposed

<200%

6.2

4.3

17.3

14.8

200-300%

10.2

7.8

20.6

16.6

300-400%

13.3

11.8

20.6

19.2

400-500%

18.1

12.4

25.2

19.0

>500%

15.5

11.5

22.2

16.4

Note: The data in this table reflect tax credits and cost-sharing reductions• among those purchasing Marketplace nongroup insurance plans. Calcula tions
based on median and 90th percentile incomes.
Source: Blumberg, Linda, and John Holahan, After King v. Burwell: Next Steps for the Affordable Care Act, Urban Institute (August 2015).
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• Affordability standards should be harmonized
across public programs with respect to premium
contributions, cost sharing, and obligations for non
covered services.
• Individual mandates to have coverage (if present)
should tie their financial hardship exemption to the
same spending caps as connected to subsidies.

Americans are currently over-subsidized - such as high
wage earners who benefit from tax free compensation in
the form of employer provided health coverage and HRAs,
as well as tax advantaged spending through FSA and HSA
accounts. 37

Conclusion

• Employers whose coverage offering features high cost
sharing should consider letting employees premium
35
obligations adjust with income.

Healthcare costs have been a significant concern for
Americans for several decades. Survey data show that
far too many Americans face healthcare affordability
problems.
Many reform efforts should be lauded for their success
in making healthcare more affordable but the time has
come to define what affordable healthcare looks like in
terms of what families can afford and our nation's goals for

Favorable tax treatment of healthcare expenses and
premiums should be aligned and slide with income, if
possible. This invites a re-examination of the advantageous
tax treatment associated with employer coverage
(no income tax due on employer-paid premiums, or
expenses paid through FSAs, HSAs, or HRAs). This tax
benefit is estimated to be almost $150 billion in 2016. 36
Unfortunately, for equity goals, this is a regressive subsidy
with the largest benefit flowing to the highest-income,
highest tax bracket families.

enrollment in coverage and affordable access to healthcare.
Setting standards so that consumers do not face financial
barriers getting the right care at the right time pays
dividends to employers and communities and may reduce
society's healthcare spending down the road.
Before the next healthcare reform debate is concluded,
state and federal policymakers should embrace a uniform,
harmonized, evidence-based standard of affordability.
Common sense and data on the financial liquidity of
families suggest:

Can We Afford Affordability Standards?

• Standards must embrace the cost of premiums, cost
sharing, and vital health services that may not covered.
To do otherwise invites policies that trade off one type
of affordability for another.

• Access to subsidies for those with employer coverage
should use the same affordability test as used for non 
group subsidies; workers and their dependents should
have access to similar standards.

The development of affordability standards is fraught
with the implied obligation to subsidize coverage and
healthcare costs so that families' remaining financial
obligation conforms with the standards. For several
reasons, this should not distract us from the task. For one,
campaign promises to make healthcare affordable must
be accompanied by universal clarity on how we define
affordability. For another, it has been amply demonstrated
that we currently pay healthcare prices that are out of step
with the value of the service, drug, or device and far too
much spending goes to low-value care and waste. Efforts
to get our nation to affordable healthcare must use both
subsidies and a concerted effort to address the underlying
cost of care.
Moreover, the exercise of setting standards and
harmonizing across programs may find th at some
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• Standards must reflect families' real-world financial
limitations and must slide with income and family size,
with lowest-income families having the lowest financial
obligation.
Standards should be broadly applied and harmonized
across progran1s. Selected sub-populations cannot be
left behind.
A key companion step to getting to affordability is to
address waste in the system and health care prices that
are unconscionably high. Affordability considerations
should be accompanied by multi-payer efforts to
bring down the underlying cost of care and to fund
population health measures at the appropriate level.
PAGE 7
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Analytical Framework for State Cost Containment Models: Rhode Island
Domain #1: Administrative and Clinical Data Collection, Analysis and Reporting
What typ es of
administrative
data does th e
state collect?

The Rhode Island Office of the Health Insurance Commissioner (OHIC) prepares an annual market report that
profiles participants in the health insurance market, and enrollment for each insurance carrier. OHIC also researches
a variety of policy topics, preparing reports such as a Total Cost of Care Study in 2015, and a Primary Care Spending
report in 2012 and 2014.
• The Total Cost of Care Study examined claims data to identify drivers of cost of care in the state from 2011 to
2013.
• The Primary Care Spending Report examines actual and projected primary care spending across Rhode
Island's three largest commercial insurers (Blue Cross Blue Shield of Rhode Island, United Healthcare and
Tufts Health Plan).
Source:
For more information about OHIC's research and reports, click here.

What types of
clinical data
does th e state
collect?

The Rhode Island Health Quality Performance Measurement and Reporting Program, managed by the Department
of Health, was first established in 1998 and provides for annual reporting on clinical performance for licensed health
care facilities, including hospitals, nursing homes, home health agencies and physicians. The most recent report
available online shows that 11 measures of hospital care process are reported for acute care hospitals, and a variety
of structural measures (e.g. number of physicians with EMRs, physicians who are e-prescribing) are reported for
physicians.
The state also collects clinical measures under its Care Transformation Collaborative, CTC-RI. CTC-RI is a multi
payer PCMH initiative with over 80 primary care practices. All CTC-RI primary care sites must collect and report on
seven contractual clinical quality measures related to obesity, diabetes, hypertension and tobacco use.
Sources:
Please click here to access the most recently available annual report of the Rhode Island Healthcare Quality Reporting Program . For more
information on CTC-RI, click here.

Does the state
have a HIT
strategy to
promote u se of
clinical and
administrative

The Rhode Island Quality Institute (RIQI), a non-profit multi-stakeholder organization established by state leaders,
has assisted with implementation of EHRs among practices in the state. RIQI helped to enroll 95 percent of the state's
PCPs in the EHR Adoption program and helped 1,173 practices in meeting Meaningful Use requirements.
Historically, RIQI served as the state's regional health information organization (RHIO) and as the entity for HIE
grant funding from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA).
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Domain #1: Administrative and Clinical Data Collection, Analysis and Reporting
data to promote
cost
containment
initiatives?
Does the state
have a
centralized
agency
responsible for
collecting,
analyzing and
reporting
health care
data?
Does the state
have a
functioning
APCD that it
uses to collect
data?
Does the state
report cost and
quality to the
public?
Does the state
identify and
track key cost
drivers and
high cost
providers?

Sources:
For more information about RIQI's work in encouraging PCP adoption of EHRs, click here.
To read more about the histon; of RIQI and its role in leading the state's HIT strateg1j, click here.

No.

Yes, the state has an All-Payer Claims Database (APCD) but as of December 2016 it is n ot yet fully functional.
HealthFacts RI is Rhode Island's APCD, jointly implem ented by the Executive Office of Health and Human Service,
the Department of H ealth, and the Office of the Health Insurance Commissioner, and HealthSource RI.
Source:
For more information about Rhode Island's APCD, click here.

Yes, the Rhode Island Department of H ealth reports some administrative indicators of quality m easures via its
Healthcare Quality Reporting Program, as described earlier in this domain.
Source:
More information about the Rhode Island Department of Health's Healthcare Qualitv Reportin;< Pro;<ram ma11 be found here.

Yes. In 2013, the Rhode Island Gen eral Assembly amended current legislation to require the H ealth Care Planning
and Accountability Advisory Council, in consultation with OHIC, to review h ealth system total cost drivers. A 2015
report examined annual h ealth spending over a three year period and against regional benchmarks, provided a
breakdown of m edical sp ending by payer type and category of service, and analyzed trend drivers with a focus on
distinguishing utilization vs. cost components of trend within service categories.
Source:
To access 2015 report on cost drivers, click here.
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Domain #1: Administrative and Clinical Data Collection, Analysis and Reporting
Does the state
monitor health
care cost
growth?

Not as of December 2016. A p roposal to m onitor state health care cost growth is under consideration. Specifically,
in December 2015, a Governor-appointed group, the Working Group for Healthcare Innovation, recommen ded that a
newly establish ed Office of H ealth Policy "should establish a process to regularly calculate and publish up-to-date
figures on total m edical exp enses for the state."
Source:
The December 2015 report of the W orkin:;; Group for Healthcare Innovation may be accessed here.

Does the state
define cost
growth targets?

Yes, OHIC has d eveloped a series of Affordability Standards designed to address high h ealth care costs in Rhod e
Island. Standard #4c related to hospital contracts stipulates the following:
• Cap s h ospital rate increases to CPI-Urban plus 0.75 percent during 2016, plus 0.50 percent during 2017, plus
0.25 during 2018, and limits it to the CPI-Urban after 2018; an d
• Caps ACO budget increases to the CPI-Urban plus 3 p ercent in 2016, plus 2.5 p ercent during 2017, plus 2.0
percent during 2018, and reducing it to CPI-Urban plus 1.5 p ercent after 2018.

In 2015, Governor Gina Raimondo tasked a grou p of h ealth care experts and stakeh olders to further d evelop a plan
for curbing h ealth care sp ending; the group is considering a variety of recommendations w hich have not yet been
released to the public.
Sources:
The December 2015 report of the Working Group f or Healthcare Innovation may be accessed here.
To read more about the four recommendations for curbin:;; health care spendin:;; in Rhode Island, click here.

Domain #2: Medicaid Purchasing and Coverage Strategies to Contain Costs
Does the state
coordinate Medicaid
and state employee
health plan
performance
requirements and
cost control
strategies?
Is the state pursuing
an all-payer or

No, there is n o evidence that the Medicaid program and state employee h ealth plan purch asing activities are
linked either in terms of performance requirem ents or cost strategies. H owever, Medicaid has already ad opted
OHIC' s d efinition of PCMH and contracting targets for PCMHs and ACOs.

Rhode Island is participating in CPC+, a national advanced p rim ary care medical home m od el that aims to
strengthen primary care throu gh a regionally-based multi-payer paym ent reform and care d elivery
3

Domain #2: Medicaid Purchasing and Coverage Strategies to Contain Costs
Medicare waiver
with CMS in order to
align cost control
strategies?

transformation.

What other waivers,
grants or federal
demonstrations is
Medicaid pursuing
to promote cost
containment?

Rhode Island has an 1115 waiver demonstration, the Global Consumer Choice Compact Waiver. The state's
risk-based managed care program, Rite Care, operates under this waiver.

Sources:
For more information on CPC+ click here.

Rhode Island does not have any Home and Community Based Waiver Programs. Prior to 2009, there were
nine HCBS waivers. In 2009, these programs were consolidated under the 1115 waiver.
Many of Rhode Island's medical home projects are receiving support through various federal funding streams.
CMS has approved three Health Home State Plan Amendments in Rhode Island.
Rhode Island was one of eight states selected to participate in the Medicare Advanced Primary Care Practice
(MAPCP) demonstration program, and is now participating in CPC+.
Rhode Island was awarded a $15.9 million Beacon Community grant in July 2010. Beacon funding ended in
2013, but the Rhode Island Quality Institute continues to support practices participating in the Care
Transformation Collaborative of Rhode Island in achieving meaningful use and linking to the state's HIE.
Source:
To learn more about Federal support for Rhode Island, click here.

What APMs are
being pursued by
Medicaid?

RI Medicaid Managed Care Organizations are required to have 20 percent or more of their total paym ents to
providers in APM arrangements by the last quarter of SFY 2016. Targets for APM arrangements increase over
time, and the state has provided definitions on what qualifies as an alternative payment model.
The state is also operating an ACO pilot with five" Accountable Entities" (AEs) where the state's two managed
care plans contract under a total cost of care methodology.
Sources:
To access the May 2015 report of the Rhode Island Working Group to Reinvent Medicaid, click here.
To access the Rhode Island Executive Office of Health and Human Services June 2016 report, "Transi tioning to Alternative Payment
Methodolo~es: Requirements for Medicaid ManaRed Care OrRanizations," click here.
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Domain #2: Medicaid Purchasing and Coverage Strategies to Contain Costs
To access Bailit Health's March 2016 report "The Role of State Medicaid Programs in Improving the Value of the Health Care
Svstem," prepared for the National Association of Medicaid Directors, click here.

What delivery
system red esign
strategies are being
pursued by
Medicaid?

In addition to con tracting w ith five Accountable Entities that h ave a financial incentive to m anaged the costs
and quality of care for Medicaid ben eficiaries and the comprehensive patient centered medical h ome program
(CTC-RI), the state has also:
• Establish ed a sp ecial Accountable Entity program d esigned to serve Rhode Islanders with seriou s
m ental illness;
• A p rogram to address the need s of Rhod e Islanders w ith substance u se disorders so that they are
served better outsid e the em ergency room;
• A p rogram to serve people wh o are at risk of homelessness; and
• A program which offers parents of children with sp ecial need s more ch oices and flexibility.
Source:
For more information about these proRTams, click here.

What ben efit designs
are being pursued by
Medicaid to
incentivize effective
use of health care
services?
Does Medicaid use
MMCOs to m an age
care?

No evidence found of changes in benefit design being p u rsu ed by state Medicaid p rogram .

Yes . 88 p ercent of Medicaid beneficiaries are enrolled in health plans that h ave contracted with the Rlte Care
Program (the state's risk-based managed care p rogram). Rhode Island first began offering comprehensive,
risk-based m anaged care twenty years ago w ith the introduction of its Rlte Care p rogram, which originally
covered low-incom e children and families and has expanded over time to include low-incom e working
families and children w ith special h ealth care needs. Rlte Care covers acute, primary and specialty care,
p harmacy, and beh avioral h ealth services on m andatory across the state (except for fos ter care children, wh o
may enroll on a voluntary basis).
Sources:
For more information about Rhode Island's Medicaid

What reimbursement
policies has
Medicaid
implemented to

mana~ed

care pro~am, click here and here.

N on e.
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Domain #2: Medicaid Purchasing and Coverage Strategies to Contain Costs
promote cost
containment?
What initiatives has
Medicaid pursued to
manage cost of
sp ecial populations
of b eneficiaries?

The state's Connect Care Choice provides primary care services and case management to most adults with
disabilities. Rhody Health Partners, a comprehensive, risk-based program introduced in 2008, provides acu te
and primary care services to older adults and individuals with disabilities who are not emolled in Connect
Care Choice. In addition, most children can receive dental services through Rlte Smiles, a statewide prepaid
dental plan introduced in 2006. The state also operates a PACE program to provide all Medicaid and Medicare
services to individuals age 55 and over.
The state received federal permission to develop a network of community mental health organizations, serving
as health homes, to coordinate behavioral health and primary care for Connect Care Choice beneficiaries with
chronic mental illnesses.
In 2013, the state also began integrating long term services and supports (LTSS) into its Rhody Health Partners
program; LTSS for adults with developmental disabilities and behavioral health services for individuals with
serious and persistent mental illnesses are not yet covered. This demonstration program, the Integrated Care
Initiative, aims to combine Medicaid and Medicare funding for dual eligible into a single funding stream.
Source:
For more information about Rhode Island's M edicaid

mana~ed

care pro~am, click here.

Domain #3: State Employee Health Plan Coverage and Payment Strategies to Contain Costs
What APMs is the state
employee health plan u sing
to control health care costs?
What benefit design is the
state employee h ealth plan
u sing to control health care
costs?

None currently known at this time.

Rhode Island's state employee Rewards for Wellness program allows eligible employees to earn up to
$500 in credit toward their health insurance premium cost share for completing wellness activities and
screenings.
Source:
For more information about the Rhode Island State Employee Wellness Initiative, and the Rewards for W ellness Incentive
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I program, click here.
Domain #4: State Actions to Enhance Competition in the Marketplace
Does the state certify or
otherwise regulate
Accountable Care
Organizations?

In 2014, the state developed recommendations related to promoting and regulating ACOs, which were
published in this report.
In October 2015, EOHHS issued a program description and application for its Accountable Entity
Coordinated Care Pilot Program, including qualifications necessary for a qualifying Coordinated Care
Pilot Entity across five domains:
• Domain 1: Responsible entity and governance
• Domain 2: Organizational Capability: Leadership and management structure
• Domain 3: Organizational Capability: readiness to develop and/ or provide an integrated
multidisciplinary system of care
• Domain 4: Minimum population served
• Domain 5: Data and analytics capacity
Sources:
To access the 201 4 report "Recommendations Regarding State A ction to Promote and Regulate A ccountable Care
Organizations (ACOs)," click here.
To access EOHHS's Accountable Entiti1 Coordinated Care Pilot Pro!(ram, Program Description and A pplication, click here.

Does the state collect data
regarding the structure of
the state's health care
market, such as ACO
information on number of
participating physicians?
Does the state use the
collected data to produce
reports to encourage
marketplace competition,
such as hospital quality and
cost report cards, and cost
impact reports?
Does the state promote or
set limits on consolidation

No.

Yes, to the extent that the state shares the reports described in Domain #1 with providers - and the
public.

No.
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Domain #4: State Actions to Enhance Competition in the Marketplace
of health care providers of
similar services?
Does the state promote or
set limits on vertical
integration of health care
providers of different
services?
Does the state promote or
limit other types of
affiliations among health
care providers that impact
referral and utilization
practices?
What strategies, if any, has
the state's insurance
department taken to ease
insurer entry into the
marketplace to enhance
insurer competition?
Does the state have
consumer protection
regulations that promote
cost containment?

No.

No.

None.

OHIC has a variety of enforcement powers, including:
1. Guidance letters to insurers laying out expectations for meeting Affordability Standards rate
review requirements.
2. Monitoring through regular data and implementation plan submissions by payers.
3. Regulations that define Affordability Standard requirements.
4. Annual rate review process with power to reject a rate filing, thereby denying the insurer the
ability to sell insurance in Rhode Island.
In 2015 regulation, OHIC described its role in protecting the interest of consumers, enumerating those

protections to include oversight of the effectiveness of a health insurer's appeals process, access to
claims information, effectiveness of insurer communications to its insureds, and steps taken by insurers
to enhance the affordability of its products.
Sources:
For an overview of OHIC's role in developing regulations, click here.
For access to the 2015 OHIC Re5(Ulation 2, click here.
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Domain #5: State Regulatory Actions to Contain Health Care Costs
Does the state directly (vs
indirectly throu gh settin g or
approving insurer rates)
limit price increases by
providers?

As described in the 2015 OHIC Regulation 2, OHIC has broad authority to determine the affordability
of a carrier's health insurance products and may consider such factors as: historical rates of trend for
existing product, national and regional medical and health insurance trends, price comparison to other
market rates, ability of lower income individuals to pay, efforts of insurers to control administrative
costs, and insurer strategies to enhance affordability of their products.
Yes, OHIC Affordability Standard #4c related to hospital contracts stipulates the following
requirements:
• Cap hospital rate increases to CPI-Urban plus 0.75 percent during 2016 and to CPI-Urban after
2018.
• Cap on ACO budget increases to CPI-Urban plus 3 percent in 2016 and to CPI-Urban plus 1.5
percent after 2018.
• Prohibit contract terms that allow pre-payment of quality incentive.
Sources:
For access to the 2015 OHIC Regulation 2, click here.
To read more about Rhode Island's Affordability Standards, click here.

Has the state man dated
payment an d delivery
system reform?

Yes, in February 2015, OHIC issued regulations that require commercial payers to "significantly reduce
the use of FFS payment as a payment methodology, in order to mitigate FFS volume incentive which
umeasonably and unnecessarily increase the overall cost of care, and to replace FFS payment with
alternative payment methodologies that provide incentives for better quality and more efficient
delivery of health services." OHIC convened an Alternative Payment Methodology Advisory
Committee, which defined APMs, and developed annual regulatory targets for commercial insurer
implementation of APMs through 2018.
The work of the Alternative Payment Methodology Advisory Committee resulted in OHIC issuing an
Alternative Payment Methodology Plan, which set payment reform targets for commercial health
insurers for the aggregate use of APMs as a percentage of an insurer's annual commercial insured
spend of at least 40 percent of insured medical payments to be made through APMs in 2017, and 50
percent during 2018. Approved APMs include: total cost of care budget models, limited scope of
service budget models, bundled payments, pay-for performance payments for 2016-17, and other non
FFS payments. The Plan also sets non-FFS target (bundles, capitation, quality payments, shared savings
9

Domain #5: State Regulatory Actions to Contain Health Care Costs
distribution, supplemental payments) at 6 percent during 2017 and 10 percent during 2018.
Regulation 2, adopted in February 2015, further establishes that by the end of CY 2015, 30 percent of
insured covered lives will be under population-based contracts; and by the CY 2016, at least 45 percent
of insurer lives will fall under a population-based contract with at least 10 percent covered by a risk
sharing or global capitation contract; for CY 2017 and beyond, the Commissioner has authority to
establish targets.
In addition, OHIC' s Care Transformation Plan requires insurers to increase the percentage of their
primary care network functioning as a PCMH by 5 percentage points for 2016 and sets a target of 80
percent of Rhode Island primary care clinicians functioning as a PCMH by 2019. This target is codified
in Regulation 2, which charges OHIC with convening Care Transformation Advisory Committee,
tasked with developing an annual care transformation plan that will achieve this 80 percent target. The
regulation also requires health insurers to fund the state's care transformation plan according to a
formula established by the Commissioner, based on the insurer's market share and other
considerations.
Sources:
OHIC's Alternative Payment Methodologi; Plan may be accessed here, and its Care Transformation Plan may be
accessed here.
For access to the 2015 OHIC Re~tlation 2, click here.

Does the state have a
Determination or Certificate
of Need program or other
programs to limit
introduction of high cost
services?

Yes. The Department of Health's Center for Health Systems Policy and regulation administers the
state's Certificate of Need (CoN) program to prevent unnecessary duplication of medical services,
facilities, and equipment. In addition to certifying the need for expensive medical equipment and
services, the Center for Health Systems Policy issues approval/ denial of initial licenses for health care
facilities, and approval/ denial of changes in ownership of health care facilities.
Source:
To read more about Rhode Island's CoN process, click here.

Are there any requirements
of commercial payers to
provide comparative cost
and quality data regarding
contracted providers?
Is the state insurance

Insurers are required to provide de-identified claims information to the state's APCD. In addition,
OHIC's Affordability Standard #4c related to hospital contracts specifies data submission requirements
for payers.

Yes. OHIC established a comprehensive set of Affordability Standards that establish general
10

Domain #5: State Regulatory Actions to Contain Health Care Costs
department implementin g
any strategies to limit
provider cost increases?

affordability priorities and insurer expectations, which are outlined as follows:
2015 Affordability Standards:
• Standard #1 Primary Care Spend must be at least 10.7 percent of total medical spend.
• Standard #2 PCMH Promotion sets target of 80 percent of PCP practices function as a PCMH by
12/31/19.
• Standard #3 Support CurrentCare via continued insurer support.
• Standard #4a Payment Reform - Population-based Contracting creates new ACO standards and
population-based contracting targets for shared savings, risk sharing or global capitation.
• Standard #4b Payment Reform sets APM requirements to strengthen APM adoption.
• Standard #4c Hospital Contracts prohibit contract terms that allow pre-payment of quality
incentives, and other requirements.
Source:
To read more about Rhode Island's A ffordabilitlf Standards, click here.

Domain #6: Payment Reform and Delivery System Reform
What en tities are driving
payment an d delivery
system reform in th e state?

The Office of the Health Insurance Commissioner (OHIC) has served as the lead agency promoting cost
containment initiatives since 2008. In addition to approving insurance rates, OHIC has implemented a
number of regulations aimed at addressing rising health insurance costs. In 2009, OHIC first
implemented a primary care spend requirement, and subsequently developed and issued affordability
standards, which shifted more providers into PCMHs. In 2015, regulation promulgated by OHIC
charged the agency with convening the Care Transformation Advisory Committee for purposes of
achieving the state's target of having 80 percent of primary care practices functioning as a PCMH by
end of 2019.
Governor Raimondo would like to build on OHIC' s success and better coordinate health care reform
activities across agencies. The Health Care Planning and Accountability Advisory Council, is co
chaired by the Secretary of the Executive Office of Health and Human Services and the Health
Insurance Commissioner; the Council's role is to oversee health care planning in Rhode Island. Under
the oversight of the Department of Health, the Council reviews appropriate supply and allocation of
resources, making recommendations to the Governor and General Assembly.
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Sources:
An overoiew of the various entities with oversight of health care system reforms in Rhode Island, may be found here (see
pages 6-8) .
For access to the 2015 OHIC Regulation 2, click here.
The Health Care Planning and Accountabilitt; A dvison; Council's 2013 report on improvemen ts to the state's Certifica te of
Need Pro~ram may be found here.

What support has the state
received to promote
payment and delivery
system reform?

In 2014, Rhode Island received a $20 million State Innovation Model (SIM) Design Award Grant from
the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI), following an initial $1.63 million Model
Design SIM grant in 2013.
Source:
To learn more about Rhode Island's SIM ~an t, click here.

Domain #7: Environmental Context for the Cost Containment Strategies
Does the state's culture
promote cost reform?

Yes. The foundation for the state's current affordability standards date back to 2007 when OHIC
revised the process for annually filing rate factors to ensure consistency across insurers and to increase
public input. Subsequently, in 2008, OHIC required insurers to include descriptions of activities to
increase affordability of coverage and made those public. When this produced limited results, the
Commissioner pursued a targeted approach, leading to establishment of initial affordability standards
in 2010.
OHIC has nurtured a sense of trust among payers, providers and employers and advocates. OHIC
sought payer and provider input at all stages of process to develop Affordability Standards and used
input to make decisions. OHIC further used this public process to present evidence of n eed for change
and possible directions of change. OHIC obtained input from employers, providers and consumers via
its advisory council, and is willing to update standards, when needed, using a consensus approach.

What are/were the
governmental facilitators?

Governor Raimondo is building on OHIC' s work to broaden cost containment initiatives across stage
government.
The Governor has been a strong driver of health care reforms, signing an executive order in July 2015 to
form the Working Group on Health Care Innovation, with a charge to propose a way to limit the
growth in public and private health care spending, including consideration of a cap on h ealth care
spending.
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Domain #7: Environmental Context for the Cost Containment Strategies
The legislature supports OHIC' s broad use of its powers. OHIC has a strong and creative leader with a
vision about the role of the office in pursuit of affordability, and utilizes its informal convening powers
to build n ew trusting relationships among stakeholders. OHIC has used its convener role to engage
major payers and m et with them quarterly to impress upon them the seriousness of OHIC intent and
oversight.
Source:
To read more about Governor Raimondo's call for a cap on health care spendin~, click here.

Are there any key insurers
that are driving cost
containment strategies?

Rhode Island has two major insurers: BCBSRI with 68 percent of the market, and UnitedHealth Care
with 27 percent market share. BCBSRI adopted its own PMCH program in 2010, involving more than
75 practices. Today, approximately 54 percent of RI PCPs are in PCMHs.
Insurers provided input to OHIC's Affordability Standards via the Council and public process
described previously.

Do health plans promote
use of high-quality, low cost
providers in their plan
designs?

Yes. Lifespan, Rhode Island's largest h ealth system collaborates with Tufts Health Plan to implement a
tiered n etwork health plan that groups hospitals and affiliated physicians into different levels or " tiers,"
for which m embers pay varying amounts for cost sharing based on the provider's tier designation.
Source:
To read more about Lifespans' collaboration with Tufts Health Plan to implement a tiered network health plan, click here.

Have health plans
implemented alternative
payment models with
providers?

Yes, the state's health insurers are implementing the APMs described previously and as envision ed by
the Affordability Standards, which call for transition to APMs by setting population-based contracting
and n on-FFS targets.

How have health plans
promoted delivery system
transformation?

Rhode Island health plans must participate in the Care Transformation Collaborative of Rhode Island
(CTC-RI), which is seeking to transform primary care in Rhode Island. As discussed earlier, CTC-RI is
co-convened by OHIC and the EOHHS to promote adoption of the PCMH model. For example, Tufts
Health Plan has funded three initiatives in Rhode Island, d esigned by the CTC that aim to improve
integration of beh avioral h ealth, by testing strategies for improving patient access to behavioral health
services w ithin primary care settings. Th ey are:
• Provide education and training to primary care staff that h elp foster integration of behavioral
health services;
13
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•
•

Expand web-based referrals and care coordination to improve the behavioral health referral
network available to primary care providers; and
Use technology tools to improve patient engagement in making lifestyle choices via interactive
website applications.

BCBSRI is working with 39 primary care practices across the state to help improve patient experience
of care, supporting primary care infrastructure, and lowering costs via improved coordination of care
with EHRs. BCBSRI reported that over the 2009-2014 time period, examining over 100,000 members
within BCBSRI's PCMH, those patients with complex medical conditions (e.g. diabetes, cardiac health)
were 16 percent less likely to be hospitalized or need an ED visit; in addition, readmissions to hospitals
were 30 percent lower among this population.
In late 2014, Rhode Island Primary Care Physicians Corporation (RICPC) and United Healthcare
launched an ACO to improve care coordination for 15,000 residents emolled in United Healthcare' s
plans in Rhode Island. RICPC providers are eligible to receive payment incentives based on measures
such as hospital readmission rates, patient safety, patient satisfaction and total cost savings.
Source:
To learn more about Tufts Health Plan CTC initiatives, click here.
To learn m ore about BCBSRI's and UnitedHealth Care's initiatives in Rhode Island, click here.

Are there any multi
stakeholder coalitions
facilitating cost containment
strategies?

OHIC used the Health Insurance Advisory Council to present and discuss strategy options in a public
forum. The Council was legislatively required in 2005 with intent "to obtain information and present
concerns of consumers, business and medical providers affected by health insurance decisions." The
Council is required to include representation from community consumer organizations, small
businesses, hospitals, and other health provider organizations. OHIC shaped the Affordability
Standards based on this input.
Sources:
For more information about the Health Insurance A dvison1 Council, click here.

Is there a strong employer
purchaser coalition in the
market facilitating cost
containment strategies?

Yes, the Rhode Island Business Group on Health (RIGBH) aims to promote "better care delivery,
transparency and healthier outcomes at affordable, predictable costs." RIGBH represents employers of
all sizes and various initiatives related to transparency, payment reform, and increased consumer
engagement through value-based benefit design.
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Source:
To learn more about RIGBH, click here.

Are there any individual
employers that are driving
cost control discussions and
actions within the state?
Does the state have a
centralized agency or
designated work group
responsible for
overseeing/driving health
care cost strategies?

No.

OHIC has been the key agency promoting cost containment initiatives since 2008. OHIC is a Cabinet
level office created by the legislature in 2004, and has three unique powers that were embraced as a
legislative mandate to address affordability.
• Provider-oriented responsibility: "encourage fair treatment of health care providers."
• Health Provider oriented responsibility: " ... improve the quality and efficiency of health care
service delivery and outcome."
• System-oriented responsibility: " ...view the health care system as a comprehensive entity and
encourage and direct insurers towards policies that advance the welfare of the public through
overall efficiency, improved h ealth care quality, and appropriate access."
In December 2015, a Governor appointed group, the Working Group for Healthcare Innovation

recommended that a newly established Office of Health Policy "set statewide health policy goals and
oversee effective implementation." This proposal would create an office within EOHHS to coordinate
state health policy and would work with OHIC, state health employees' plan and EOHHS agencies
(including Medicaid) to coordinate policy direction. This office would establish a total cost of care
increase target. As of December 2016, no such office exists.
Source:
The December 2015 report of the Workin:;; Group for Healthcare Innovation ma11 be accessed here.

Has the state or any of its
executive branch agencies
adopted a formal cost
control strategy or
roadmap?

Yes. OHIC's Affordability Standards, described above, provide such a roadmap. The goal of these
standards is to identify affordability priorities and expectations for insurers . OHIC decided to target
affordability efforts, in part on primary care payment reform, without adding to the overall costs of
care. The affordability standards focus on: a) an area w h ere insurers can be h eld accountable; b)
insurers can reasonably be expected to change primary care payment models; and c) a strong primary
care system can lead to increased affordability.
Source:
To read more about Rhode Island's Affordabilitv Standards, click here.
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Does the state have any
funding mechanism to
support cost containment
initiatives by unaffiliated
providers such as
independent primary care
practices, small community
hospitals or safety-net
hospitals?

As part of the Affordability Standards, the state's health plans provide direct support to primary care
practices via an agreement negotiated with OHIC and EOHHS, calling for supplemental PMPM
payments designed to drive practice transformation and quality improvements. These payments are
designated for structural improvements so that practices can apply for PCMH recognition, hire on-site
care management coordination and enhance their data capabilities.
The Care Transformation Collaborative (CTC-RI), described below, provides additional funding to
participating primary care practices to support their transformation into PCMHs.
In 2012, the Rhode Island Department of Health adopted a five year strategic plan with the goal of
making Rhode Island the healthiest state in the country; to achieve this, the agency proposed building a
primary care ' trust' to support a "neighborhood health station" model in each neighborhood of 10,000
or more people. While the status of proposed 'neighborhood health stations' is 'unbuilt,' the concept
recently got a boost with award of $100,000 grant by Rhode Island Foundation toward creation of first
such health station, the Central Falls Health Station. Half of the grant will go toward community health
worker to server local middle schoolers, and the other half to hire a community health worker to
conduct outreach to drug-overdose victims.
Sources:
The Rhode Island Department of Health's 2012-2017 Strategic Plan may be accessed here.
More information re:;;ardin:;; recent developments in nei£hborhood health station model mav be found here.

Does the state have any
resources and program
initiatives to assist health
care providers to increase
quality and efficiency?

Care Transformation Collaborative, CTC-RI (formerly the RI Chronic Care Sustainability Initiative, or
CSI-RI) is an all-payer program that promotes the patient-centered medical home (PCMH) model.
CTC-RI offers an orientation program for new practices, and monthly best practice sharing meetings, as
well as other educational opportunities.
The state's health plans also provide direct support to primary care practices via an agreement
negotiated with OHIC and EOHHS, calling for supplemental PMPM payments designed to drive
practice transformation and quality improvements. These payments are designated for structural
improvements so that practices can apply for PCMH recognition, hire on-sire care management
coordination and enhance their data capabilities.
Source:
For more information about the Care Transformation Collaborative, and support provided by the state's health plans to
priman1 care practices, click here.
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What has been the effectiveness of state strategies on cost control according to formal evaluation activity, including
independent party evaluations and self-reported studies?
Summary and Citation
Key Findings
BCBSRI reported that that over the 2009-2014 time period,
examining over 100,000 members within BCBSRl's PCMH:
1. Those patients with complex medical conditions (e.g.
diabetes, cardiac health), were 16 percent less likely to
be hospitalized or need an ED visit; in addition,
readmissions to hospitals were 30 percent lower among
this population.
2. Patients at PCMH practices demonstrated
improvements in a range of quality measures, including
for diabetes care and colorectal screening.
3. Return on investment in the PCMH program was more
than 250 percent.
Highlights of a 2013 assessment of the OHIC Affordability
Standards include the following:
1. The Affordability Standards are viewed as "good public
policy," with stakeholders viewing the state's
leadership role as having tipped "the balance to create
momentum for change."
2. State viewed as "particularly effective in moving
medical home transformation forward and in slowing
the rate of hospital cost increases."
3. Generally, between 2010 and 2012, the report found that
both BCBSRI and United Healthcare met the "Standard
One requirement to increase primary care spending by 1
percent annually and to direct at least 30 percent of
primary care spending in 2012 to non FFS activities."
4. "The Primary Care Standard appears to have had a
profound impact on primary care practices' ability to
transform."

A five-year study by Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Rhod e Island
(BCBSRI) found that PCMH p ractices w ere 5 p ercent less likely
costly and saved $30 million w h en compared to non-PCMH
practices.
Source:
BCBSRI November 2015 press release, "New Study Shows Patient Centered
Medical Homes Improve Heal th, Lower Costs."

In 2013, the Office of H ealth Insurance Commission er commissioned
a rep ort that evaluated the Affordability Standards in terms of the
efficacy of each standard tin achieving OHIC' s aims.
Source:
Bailit Health Purchasing' s August 2013 "Assessment of the Rhode Island Office of
the Health Insurance Commissioner's Affordability Standards," may be
accessed here.
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Issue
Describe Vermont's health insurance rate review standards.

Summary
Generally, health insurance rate-review refers to the process by which a designated regulatory official or agency reviews
health insurance rates to determine whether to approve, change, or deny an insurer's rate change request. In Vermont,
the Green Mountain Care Board (GMCB) is responsible for regulating health insurance and conducting rate
reviews. Prior to approving a rate, Vermont law requires the board to determine whether the rate, among other things,
is affordable; promotes the quality of, and access to, health care; and protects insurer solvency (Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit .
.8.,_§ 4062 ).

Vermont Health Insurance Rate Review
Green Mountain Care Board
The GMCB was created in 2011. It reviews hospital budgets and major capital expenditures and it reviews and
approves rate filing~ for comP-rehensive major medical health insurance plans. Major medical health
insurance plans may not be sold in Vermont unless the premium rates are approved by the board. In general, the board
has 90 days after an insurer files a proposed rate to approve, disapprove, or modify it.

Review Criteria
In approving, disapproving, or modifying an insurer's proposed rate, the board must determine that it is:

1. affordable;
2. promotes quality care;
3. promotes access to health care;
4. protects insurer solvency; and
5. not unjust, unfair, inequitable, misleading, or in violation of Vermont law (Vt. Stat. Ann . Tit. 8 § 4062).

According to the GMCB , many of these standards, including affordability, are "genera l and open ended," and are not
defined in statute (re MVP Health Insurance Co ., 2016 VT 111 , 9[ 16).
The proposed rate also cannot be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory. Th ese are generally actuarially
defined terms. According to the Actuarial Standards Board, a rate may be considered:

1. unfairly discriminatory if it resu lts in different premiums for individuals with similar risk profiles and the class of
individuals is protected by law or the difference in premium does not correspond to the difference in risk, and
2. excessive or inadequate if it exceeds or fails to meet the rate necessary to pay claims, administrative expenses,
taxes, regulatory fees, and reasonable contingency and profit margins. (In Connecticut, excessive is interP-reted to
mean rates that are disproportional to the benefits provided and inadequate rates are interpreted as rates low enough
to endanger the insu rer's solvency).

Reviewing Rates
In making its determination, the board must consider:

1. legal requirements;
2. changes in hea lth care delivery, payment methods, and costs;
3. an analysis of the proposed rate's impact on the insurer's solvency and reserves; and
4. any other issues the board determines relevant (GMCB's Rule 2.00 and Vt. Stat. Ann . Tit 18,_§ 9375(b).(6).).
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